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Texts and Archaeology: Fulfilling a Collaborative Need 

Monica Smith 

Introduction 

The "written" works of the past three thousand years in the Indian subcontinent present a 
variety of challenges to those who use them in conjunction with archaeological evidence. Any text 
that we see in a printed document today has undergone numerous transformations from the time in 
which it was first created: oral traditions that were transcribed and recopied may combine many 
generations of copyists' revisions and additions, while political and religious texts offer prescriptions 
that may not have been actualized. Even stone inscriptions, which are transmitted to us in their 
original form, contain ambiguities due to fragmentation, weathering, and translation. This paper 
focuses on the writings preserved from the first era of extensive physical records, the Early Historic 
period ( ca. 3rd century BC to 4th century AD). Among these, political treatises are likely to have 
preserved an idealized concept of social order, while religious and poetic texts were likely to have 
been copied and preserved because of their resonance with actual conditions. The different textual 
traditions are evaluated with reference to the archaeological site of Sisupalgarh in eastern India, 
where local inscriptions can be compared with administrative and literary texts. 

Prof. B.B. Lal 's long and distinguished career has encompassed not only an attention to the 
meticulous details of archaeological fieldwork over the course of many projects and sites, but also 
the desire to integrate that fieldwork with the words of the ancients in order to bring the past alive. A 
number of years ago, taking into account the richness of both archaeological data and historical texts 
that often are studied to the exclusion of one another, he urged his fellow researchers to engage in 
projects that integrate history and archaeology in a process of"planned cooperation."

1 
He encouraged 
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a mutual dialogue amongst textual and archaeological scholars as a mechanism for "a holy and sacred 

mission, namely that of ascertaining the truth".2 

Prof. Lal 's laudable goal of collaboration brings together two very different scholarly worlds 
in ways that require thoughtful assessment cf the assumptions held by each. We may start with the 
ways that archaeologists could make their findings more accessible to historians. When we survey 
a region or excavate a site, the archaeological remains are always a palimpsest of ancient times, 
represented primarily by a few courses of stone or brick interspersed with artifact fragments that 
serve as the vestiges of once-living contexts. We should better explain why we often have foundations 
rather than whole buildings (because walls collapse and ancient people both modified buildings and 
reused architectural materials) and how environmental factors such as floods, vegetation growth, 
and subsequent human activities have impacted archaeological s ites. Fragmentary finds, often quite 
exciting to archaeologists, need to be contextualized on the human scale of lived economic and social 
experiences through reconstructions that can include artists' depictions as well as three-dimensional 
and digital representations. 

Archaeologists also should more clearly explain why the study of chronology is central to our 
work, and why scientific techniques such as radiocarbon dating come with a plus-minus range as an 
expected part of the dating process (and that when we speak of an "error range" it is not an indictment 
of the procedure but instead a scientific term that should be understood as the probabilistic range of 
variabi lity that results from measuring radioactive decay in a sample of ancient organic materials). 
Our routine inclusion of a black-and-white scale in field photographs often goes unexplained, as well 
as the acknowledgment that photographs may capture some but not all of the exposed archaeological 
materials.3 Even quite basic fieldwork conventions, such as excavating with baulks, results in visual 
effects that may be puzzling to our text-based colleagues. 

Historical Texts and Archaeological Inquiry 

Just as the assumptions and practices of archaeological research can be puzzling to the textual 
scholar, the unspoken conventions of literary studies can make it challenging for the archaeologist 
to confidently integrate textual sources. The types and amounts of ancient writing are quite variable, 
meaning that the existence of what appears to be a written tradition may be difficult to compare with 
archaeological remains. The earliest script, dating to the Bronze Age Indus period around 2500 BC, 
has not been deciphered despite many attempts. The next known textual phase is the Vedic literature, 
whose date of 1000 to 1200 BC was established by Sanskrit scholars on the basis of how much they 
thought languages change over time.4 However, no actual extant copies of written documents exist 
from that time. The next substantial literary phase is represented by the epic poems, the Mahabharata 
and the Ramaya1J,a, perhaps composed in the middle of the first millennium BC but similarly not 
written down until many centuries later. These were followed by an increasing variety of poems 
and prose works on kingship, ritual, medicine, love, and duty that comprise the South Asian textual 
tradition of the Early Historic period (ca. 3rd century BC to 4th century AD). It is only in the Early 
Historic period that we have the first tangible written documents, appearing in the form oftheAsokan 
inscriptions engraved on rocky hillsides and on polished stone pillars.' 

I 
\ 

\ 
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_There are thousands of other inscriptions of the Early Historic period throughout the subcontinent 
and_ Sn Lanka, many of them _asso~ia~ed with religious structures. Archaeologists are continually 
addm~ to t?e _corpus of _stone_ mscnpttons; even Asokan edicts, arguably the most famous type of 
stone mscnpt1on, are still bemg found. 6 Stone inscriptions appear as fixed or "frozen" texts that 
provide~ direct statement of political leadership and religious practices. 7 But interpretations can be 
challengmg, because translations have nuances that vary from one translator to another and from one 
e~a to another:• Even the transcriptions upon which translations are based are subject to scholarly 
differences, with some ambiguities introduced by the fact that the stones on which inscriptions have 
been made are scarred or cracked, leading to variant readings of the actual ancient letters.9 

We also should remember that although stone inscriptions appear to have been a perfectly 
clear statement of some past event or activity, the contents were not necessarily widely accessible to 
ancient people. The concept of literacy was new in the Early Historic period, and initial inscriptions 
might have been obscure or puzzling to local inhabitants. Inscriptions were first made in local dialects 
(known as Priikrits), in which the types of language chosen for the inscription may have made it 
difficult for people to read. For example, the Asokan inscriptions in southern India were written in 
a language associated with the Gangetic plain and thus not likely to have been as widely known by 
those in whose midst the inscriptions were placed. 10 Although Sanskrit was in use as a spoken language 
at least since the Vedic period, it was not used for inscriptions until later. 11 This linguistic shift may 
signal a significant change in either the audience or the aims of the writers of these inscriptions. 

With regards to texts transcribed in manuscripts rather than stone, there are many additional 
potential sources of confusion for the archaeologist wishing to make use of texts. There seems to 
be no single source to identify all the different names or types of texts in the South Asian tradition, 
and to the uninitiated, it may appear that the Laws of Manu, the Mtmava Dharmasiistra, and the 
Manusmrti are three different works rather than the same document. Some of this confusion is not 
the fault of textual scholars but the result of manuscript transmissions and renamings that have been 
handed down along with different versions of the text itself. 12 Anthologies of South Asian literature 
often are organized by theme, such as love or urbanism, in which the relationship among texts is 
downplayed. Sorting through Buddhist literature is particularly challenging since editors of those 
texts appear to assume that the reader is already well-versed in the intricacies of Buddhist doctrine. 
Jain texts are somewhat more accessible, in part because they are presented in a way that does not 
presume a highly specialized audience already familiar with the categorizations of works. 

Many components of the South Asian literary traditions appear to have diversified almost 
immediately after initial composition, whether those traditions were ritual or folkloric, resulting in 
a vast quantity of texts. The resultant critical edition of a literary work should not be a search for 
an elusive and perhaps non-existent original master text, but instead a document that "r~flect~ t~e 
complete picture of the textual development. " 11 Closely related to the question of textual diversity 1s 
the question of chronology. The dating of literary and historical texts can be c~ntroversia_l _because 
the written forms that are available to us now passed through a number of recitat10ns, repetitions and 
copyings through which additions and interpolations were added by later individuals:

4 

The length of 
time from the initial development of a poem or ritual text to the time in which it was preserved through 
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writing could be extremely long; for example, the Riimiiya,:za was probably composed between 750 
and 500 BCE, but "the earliest extantRiimaya,:za manuscript dates only to the eleventh century CE."1s 

As a result, there can be more than a thousand years of dis juncture between the original composition 
of a work and the oldest extant copies. 

Perishable manuscripts come from many locations, including outside the subcontinent. The 
earliest Buddhist texts, for example, can be tracked down through manuscripts throughout much of 
Asia, including China, Tibet, Central Asia, Burma, and Southeast Asia. The Buddhist textual traditions 
represent so many texts and diverse canons that they could be thought of as a library rather than a 
simple textual assemblage. 16 The phenomenon of textual proliferation is compounded for non-liturgical 
texts that were not dependent on literal repetition and where "migration" through the subcontinent 
and beyond has resulted in hundreds of different versions. 17 Disagreements exist about which texts 
belong together in collections; for example, the apparently simple question "how many Upanishads 
are there?" has elicited answers ranging from a dozen to over two hundred.18 

For archaeologists, a plurality of exemplars and a broad class ification can be helpful, as they 
are for physical remains. Interpretations of artifacts and architecture are reinforced when additional 
exemplars of ancient houses, temples, workshops or even pottery styles become known, enabling 
us to ascertain the material traditions adopted throughout a broad geographical expanse. Thus, for 
archaeologists, any newly-found artifact or structure is important because it adds to the corpus of 
known exemplars in a positive way. Are textual scholars equally enthused about finding exact copies 
located in different places, not only because it adds to the knowledge of the text, but because it adds 
to the picture of the distribution and tenacity of its contents for those who read and knew it? And are 
textual scholars engaged in processes of database creation that provides updated lists of new textual 
and manuscript finds? 

Archaeological research is cumulative, and there are many sources of publication and 
dissemination that enable us to learn about new discoveries, including conferences and the venerable 
publication of annual activities encapsulated in the Archaeological Survey of India 's Indian Archaeology 

- A Review. The same cumulative effect is felt in the discovery of new stone inscriptions; for the 
Asokan edicts, for example, Romila Thapar has noted that "there is always anticipation regarding 
information that a new edict may bring. Even where the text is the same as that of earlier ones, the 
significance of the location adds to our information on Mauryan history."19 But the accretionary process 
known to be an aspect of archaeological research may be different for textual scholars: is there any 
compendium of manuscript discoveries that might enable us to ascertain the rate of the recovery of 
new exemplars? How many South Asian written texts transmitted on paper or palm leaf have become 
known in the past twenty years compared to the previous one hundred years? In other words, are we 
significantly increasing the stock of new finds, or have we reached a high rate of redundancy in the 
discovery of previously unknown texts? 

Another question is where the manuscripts come from, what archaeologists would call 
"provenance." Aside from the ethical questions of how manuscripts come to visibility ( e.g. through 
looting, private sale, theft from institutions, or by discovery in an archive), there are questions of 
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where they are housed (in India, or in foreign institutions). Should we focus on such do t 
th b I 

. . . . . cumen s 
ere y eg1t1m1zmg their removal and purchase? How does it affect interpretation if a t t h · · · f · ex as no 

surv1vmg c~p1es r?~ its_ place of origin? One example of a text often cited for understanding social 
an~ ec~nom1c c?nd1ttons m the Early Historic period is the Milindapafiha or "Questions of Menander," 
which 1s found m the Burmese Buddhist canon but not in the Thai or Sri Lankan versions of the same 
canon.20 Similarly,_tbe Arthasastra was first recovered as a manuscript in the southern princely state 
of Mysore and whtle there have been other manuscripts and commentaries found, the only northern 
copy comes from the far western state of Gujarat.21 Archaeologists may feel distinctly puzzled that 
~his docum~n_t, which is extensively used in interpreting Asoka's political mode, is not represented 
m any Slllrvtvmg copy from the vast Gangetic Plain that was the Mauryan polity's homeland. 

Some questions may strike textual scholars are positively banal, but we archaeologists 
would like to know, for example, what is the credibility of older translations? Many nineteenth- and 
twentieth-century translations are now in the public domain, and are available through web sites.22 

Some of the most prominent documents are updated in book form every few decades, such as the 
Arthasastra (published by R. Shamasastry in 1915, R.P. Kangle in 1972, and P. Olivelle in 2013) 
and the Manusmrti (published by G. Buhler in 1886, G. Jha in 1930-31 , W. Doniger in 1991 , and P. 
Olivelle in 2009), suggesting that translations become outdated as our own modern languages evolve 
and as interpretations are strengthened by the inclusion of newly-discovered manuscripts.23 Since 
even very good university libraries may not have more recent translations of the less-common texts 
(and in many cases such translations have never again been made), how can archaeologists use these 
documents, keeping in mind that new translations might capture the subtleties of ancient intent in 
ways that provide changed assessments of governance, religious practice and social customs? 

The question of translation is related to the fact that archaeologists goals in using texts 
differ from the goals of others who study these ancient documents. Philologists are interested in the 
structure of a text, its transmission and the structure and change of Sanskrit and other grammars, while 
scholars of religion are interested in ritual prescriptions, liturgical language and the social context of 
ritual practice. Archaeologists, on the other hand, are interested in what is being transmitted about 
political authorities as well as about ordinary individuals and the ways in which physical remains 
such as artifacts and architecture can be used as material referents to recurrent social and religious 
practices. In fact, archaeological perceptions of relative longevity can provide insights into the way 
that ancient texts might have been perceived very differently for their original audiences depending 
on whether the texts were originally made on stone as inscriptions or as oral compositions that were 

eventually rendered into manuscript form. 

The differences between stone inscriptions and manuscript transmissions may provide an 
important clue about the relative value of those different modes of transmitting " text" and the ways 
that they can be utilized for the understanding of ancient societies. Instead of considering stone 
inscriptions as permanent, encompassing records and written traditions as unfixed and c_han~eab!e, 
we might suggest that for the purposes of understanding ancient practices, that the equation ~s quite 
the opposite: stone inscriptions might have been quite ephemeral in their social impact, wh1!e ?rat 
traditions __ along with songs and poetry -- may have been the more effective form of transm1ss1on. 
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Stone inscriptions usually could not be moved, and inscriptions that are today quite visible on rocky 
hillocks or in public locales may have at some points been overgrown by vegetation or obscured by 
later constructions that have since disappeared. Several of the Asokan pillar edicts were moved in 
historical times, leading to questions about their impact in their original locations. Inscriptions clearly 
also fell out of favor or were rendered obsolete by actions in ancient times; witness, for example, the 
recovery of the Asokan edict fragments at Sannati that were only found in 1989 because the stone 
slab on which they were carved bad been re-used as a base for a later temple deity.1' 

Oral traditions are portable and require no special skills beyond human memory and the capacity 
to speak, resulting in a rapid sharing of information. The multiplier effect of oral transmission can be 
compared to stone inscriptions, which were produced one at a time and which required artistic skill 
and training, as well as a special set of tools. Because so many South Asian texts had their genesis 
as oral transmissions that were repeated long enough to eventually become written down, we can 
propose that the ideas and practices of the oral tradition, eventually captured in manuscripts, were of 
value to many people over long periods of time. In contrast to stone inscriptions whose effects were 
strictly local, oral transmissions can be used to evaluate whole social structures rather than simply 
an elite-driven perspective or a singular event preserved in a one-time stone text such as a donative 
inscription or an imperial proclamation. 

The manuscript tradition, which captures orally-transmitted information, also captures a much 
wider range of subject matter than stone inscriptions.u Food and animal metaphors are particularly 
abundant, suggesting that we can interpret these texts as showing ordinary living conditions and 
everyday events for a wide cross-section of the population. Non-elite agents are also a focus of 
literary attention; farmers, for example, become an important trope of moral discipline as we see 
in the Dhammapada, a compilation of Buddhist sayings from the early centuries BC that includes 
proclamations such as: "The farmer channels water to his land ... So the wise man directs his mind. "16 

And in the Sangam literature of the Tamil south, dating to the first centuries AD, we encounter lively 
scenes depicting young girls, sailors, soldiers, rural women, elephant-handlers, and street merchants 
-- none of whom would have been literate in this era.27 

Archaeological Research and Historical Traditions at the Early Historic City of Sisupalgarh 

As archaeologists, how can we reconcile general texts that seem to describe a widespread 
and long-lived social milieu with point-specific inscriptions that appear to provide precise local 
descriptions but that may not have bad as much social relevance over the long term? These questions 
are addressed below with reference to the archaeological site of Sisupalgarh, a city of the Early Historic 
period in eastern India. Occupied throughout the Early Historic period, the site was first investigated 
by Prof. B.B. Lal in 1948 and has been the subject of renewed research involving systematic surface 
survey and collection, geophysical survey and excavations.n 

The archaeological site of Sisupalgarh measures 130 hectares in s ize and is formally delineated 
by a rampart-and-moat configuration measuring up to 9 metres in height and marked by eight 
monumental gateways. In addition to the ramparts, the site also contains numerous indicators of labor 
investment in large-scale architecture such as stone columns and stone-l ined reservoirs concentrated 
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at the c~nter_ of the site_- _Sisup~lgarh is particularly noteworthy because it is the most regular of the 
Early Histonc_walled c1t1es, wit? a perimeter and gateways that suggest a sustained effort of planning 
and o~ execution C:'- 43. I). It 1s also a particularly valuable site for understanding Early Historic 
urbamsm because 1t was depopulated by the mid-first millennium AD and with the exception of a 
few artifacts from the early medieval period (c. 9th century AD), was not substantially reoccupied. 
This means that Early Historic deposits are uppermost and available for both surface and subsurface 
investigation. 

The robust and extensive archaeological record at Sisupalgarh is complemented by a landscape 
that includes Buddhist and Jain sites in the immediate vicinity along with two famous stone inscriptions. 
One inscription is located at Dhauli Hill three kilometres away (Pl. 43.2). This inscription is part of 
the corpus of major rock edicts attributed to the third-century BC Mauryan ruler Asoka, with a special 
section of text that appears only in eastern India and at Sannati in the south.29 As in the case of many 
other Asokan inscriptions, the writing at Dhauli is not particularly prominent on the hillside and is 
placed on a large boulder halfway to the top of the hill. The most distinctive feature of the boulder is 
actually the elephant carved on the top. The inscription is written in Priikrit, and principally concerns 
government and administration. Interspersed with comments about the fatherly duty of a king, Asoka 
commands that "the city magistrates should at all times see to it that men are never imprisoned or 
tortured without good reason" and proposes to send out an officer on tour every five years to be sure 

that his directives are implemented.30 

The other inscription in the vicinity ofSisupalgarh is the Hathigumpha inscription ofKharavela 
at the Udayagiri/ Khandagiri cave complex on hills located 9 kilometres to the northwest (Pl. 43.3). 
Like the Asokan edict at Dhauli, the Hathigumpha cave inscription is also a political document, 
consisting of an autobiographical description of the reign of King Kharavela as a year-by-year account 
of the ruler's actions. It is written in Sanskrit, and dates to the second half of the first century BC.

31 

The inscription is located on the prominent face of a hill covered with several dozen human-made 
caves that served as a Jain religious retreat during the rainy season. In this text, there are numerous 
references to a city, which is generally taken to be the archaeological site of Sisupalgarh given its 

proximity to the inscription site. 

A comparative assessment of these two inscriptions indicates that they while they look the 
same to us now as "texts", they may have had very different impacts on the inhabitants of the urban 
center of Sisupalgarh. The inscription at Dhauli is a major component of the Asoka's corpus and 
probably located at the very spot of the Kalinga War, but the long-term impact of those phenomena 
are unknown. Sisupalgarh was occupied by the 6th century BC with a rampart that was constructed 
shortly after the first occupation, meaning that it was a thriving city long before the _historical ti~e 
frame of Asoka's invasion.'2 Archaeological depoaits recovered through deep soundmgs at the site 
show a continuous occupation, and there is no indication of disruption as might have been anticipated 

by the war that is referenced in the edict. 

How the inhabitants might have received the emplacement of the Asokan edict could be 
interpreted on the basis of its location. Rather than being fixed within the urban settlement, the lengthy 
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edict was placed in a more neutral location away from the population center, a move that might be 
viewed as conciliatory or suggestive rather than commanding. JJ Asoka himself may have recognized 
the potential for his words to have been received with indifference, as he notes in the edict that it 
was to be read aloud on regular occasions, "even to a single person."}4 Although the Dhauli area with 
its Buddhist affiliations was likely to have maintained some importance for the local population, 
its distance from the urban center and lack of obvious Buddhist or other religious architectural 
investments might have resulted in the site being visited only occasionally by the ancient residents 

of Sisupalgarh.H 

By contrast, the Hathigumpha inscription, if it is correctly dated to the later part of the first 
century BC, would capture the events occurring at SisupAlgarh 's most populous and prosperous 
phase, and from the perspective of a vigorous local leader. Kharavela placed his inscription at the 
Jain site of Udayagiri, which was further away from the urban center but which must have had more 
public visibility than the Buddhist site of Dhauli given its greater embellishments and large number 
of carved caves. This may signal that by the first century BC, two centuries after Asoka, Buddhist 
doctrine may not have generated the same level of attention and labor investment in this region of 
eastern India.36 At Dhauli, the Asokan edict was essentially a record of a past war that may have 
constituted a painful reminder that was perhaps best ignored. By contrast, the Hathigumpha inscription 
at Udayagiri served as an celebretory explanation of the urban environment that the inhabitants of 
Sisupalgarh experienced every day. 

The interpretation of the two inscriptions also gives us an opportunity to compare real events 
attributed to Kharavela with programmatic statements offered in the Asokan edict. Kharavela notes 
that in his years of rule he raised armies and fought wars, sponsored festivals and irrigation works, 
and built and repaired a number of structures. He shows himself to be an able cultivator of public 

opinion, for in the first year of his reign he "caused to be repaired the gate, rampart and structures of 
the fort of Kalinganagari, which had been damaged by storm, and caused to be built flight of steps 
for the cool tanks [reservoirs] and laid out all gardens at the cost of thirty-five hundred thousand 
(coins) and thus pleased all his subjects. " J

7 Edifices for his own use came later, and it was only in 
the ninth year of bis reign that he records the construction of the royal residence, the "Great Victory 
Palace". 31 

Now let us place the two political inscriptions of Dhauli and the Hathigumpha cave in a larger 
documentary context. Stone inscriptions had a longevity simply because of the material on which 
they were inscribed, but they were relatively rare in the Early Historic period. In fact, we should ask 
ourselves why inscriptions are so rare, given their apparent political utility: once the concept of writing 
bad been perfected, the technique should have been widely utilized. Our own modern sensibilities 
reflect an expectation of a highly inscribed universe in which there is writing nearly everywhere 
around us in the form of signboards, memorial plaques, instructions and advertisements. We also 
experience the ways in which writing democratizes access to what might otherwise be privileged 
information (such as legal documents or sacred texts). However, we might consider whether writing, 
like any other new technology introduced for the first time, had its detractors.19 For the denizens of 
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the ~arly HiStoric pe~o~, writing may have been regarded as a highly circumstantial or even suspect 
me_di_um of c~~munication, ~nd even ~ ~actor that might have served to distinguish the emergent 
religious trad1t1ons of Buddhism and Jam1sm compared to the established Vedic ritual traditions that 
continued to be disseminated orally.4o 

In addition to ritual pronouncements, there were many other types of information that were 
transmitted orally and that eventually became part of the manuscript tradition, including medical 
treatises, grammatical treatises, plays and poems. Such texts started as spoken words and/or were 
transmitted via perishable materials, and their contents were more likely to have permeated the 
living context of daily life in the form of prayers, songs, recipes, proverbs and stories. The physical 
preservation of those texts occurred long after they had already entered into the realm of lived 
consciousness through repetition and frequent public performance, suggesting that their survival as 
oral documents and even as written copies occurred only because they retained resonance to subsequent 
generations who elected to reaffirm their value through both written and oral repetition. 

The widespread distribution of orally-transmitted sayings paralleled the widespread distribution 
of shared ideals about style and form as seen in archaeological remains. The Early Historic period 
is marked by the development of physically distinctive architecture and artifacts distributed through 
extensive trading activities. Religious architecture in the form of stupas, chaitya halls and monasteries 
not only served to characterize Buddhist activities but were also adopted into other religious traditions 
such as Jainism. By the first century BC, Buddhist iconography not only included the standardized 
representation of the Buddha himself in human form, but also a decorative iconography of human 
and geometri,c forms that was so similar at different sites that it has been credited to the presence of 
artisans who moved from place to place.41 Major religious sites such as Bharhut, Sanchi, Bodh Gaya 
and Amaravati were separated by hundreds of kilometres, but the sites themselves illustrate through 
their similarities that both artisans and patrons desired to create a familiar setting for shared religious 
ideals. The relative ease of transport, and the adoption of a shared material culture in everyday life, 
is also indicated by the widespread use of the same types of daily-use goods such as serving vessels 
and commonly-used ornaments such as beads in habitation sites throughout the subcontinent. 

Applied specifically to the realm of eastern India, we can see the many ways in which the 
inhabitants of the Sifopalgarh region would have been familiar with the iconography, material culture 
and literary traditions that were circulating throughout the Indian subcontinent. At the cave site of 
Udayagiri there are sculptural motifs of human figures identical to those found elsewhere; at Dhauli 
there is a sculpted elephant on the top of the Asokan edict that called to mind other subcontinental 
depictions of elephants ranging from coinage to pillar capitals to the decorations of caves. '2 Sculptural 
motifs of animals as well as of people, whether carved by traveling artisans or by local artisans, 
constitute evidence of an emplacement of widespread ideals in the physical landscape of the Odishan 
countryside.43 Portable artifacts, indicative of both long-distance exchange and local manufacturing, 
also demonstrate many similarities to artifacts found elsewhere. Pottery found throughout the eastern 
Indian coastal zone (such as "knobbed" ware and Rouletted Ware) and ornaments in the f~n: of 
terracotta bangles, earspools and pendants recalled the same motifs seen in other parts of India. 
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At Sifopalgarh, a materialization of Early Historic ideals about social organization are seen 
in both architecture and in the urban configuration. B.B. Lal himself noted that the layout of the 
settlement recalled the configurations for the ideal city that can be found in the historical text known 
as the Arthasiistra. It is important to recall his statement about the applicability of a textual source 
for the understanding of archaeological remains: "I have no hesitation in conceding that what the 
Arthasiistra states is by and large ' normative', that is to say it gives the layout of a settlement as it 
ought to be. At the same time, it would be wrong to assume that most of this is imaginary or without 
foundation".45 Lal's commentary is an essential insight on the way in which manuscript traditions 
capture important social ideals even if the configuration was subject to the idiosyncrasies of living 
community contexts. The- manifestation of the ideals outlined in works such as the Arthasiistra would 
have required significant amounts oflabor coordination as well as the realities of engineering expertise 
and the need for consensus in the implementation of infrastructure projects of this scale. 

Normative and prescriptive texts such as the Arthasiistra served not only as a blueprint for 
future actions but also as an explanation of cultural practices that already existed. The articulation of 
cartographic principles for city layout would have seemed quite logical in a time when other systems 
of order were circulating, including the organizational expectations for language as set forth in 
Pai:iini 's Grammar and the organizational expectations for social interactions in the Manusmrti. The 
materialization of social ideals transmitted in oral form indicates not only that a particular ideology 
existed, but that it was the basis for investments of work carried out by many hundreds of people in 
the course of creating a physical reality.46 

In thinking about the norms and practices that are encompassed in the material culture recovered 
by archaeologists, we should keep in mind the entire range of texts beyond political documents and 
ritual texts. Indeed, it is in poetry that we see the most evocative links between literary compositions 
and the living context of ancient cities. We can turn to the Sangam corpus of the Tamil south to 
provide us a view of an Early Historic city that is tangibly alive, as seen in this excerpt from the 
Perumpanattrupadai: 

Strong chariots run and make ruts in the streets. 

There is an army strong, invincible 

And famous; markets where the city folk 

That densely live do always buy and sell; 

And gates not shut against poor mendicants 

Who need no patron else. The city shines 

Like fair seed vessels of the lotus .. .47 

At Sisupalgarh, B.B. Lal 's excavations of 1948 uncovered a street at Sisupalgarh that did 
have ruts in_it from wheeled vehicles! Like the songs and poems that were transmitted time and again 
over centunes, the ruts reveal the passage of not one occasional traveler, but the continued passage 
of hundreds of carts and thousands of people in a daily materialization of the "truth" of an ancient 
text. 
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Conclusion 

Archaeologists seek to reconstruct human behavioral systems from the materials left behind 
by ancient peoples, ranging from distinctive monumental architecture to the humblest fragmentary 
potsherd. When textual records also exist, words from the ancient past enliven and enrich our 
understanding of how societies functioned. However, ancient peoples' perception of those words 
may have varied considerably based on the subject matter and manner of presentation. To our eyes 
now all of these "texts" appear more or less equal because they are rendered into words on a printed 
book page. However, the irony is that words that appear ephemeral, such as those preserved through 
manuscript traditions, may actually have had a longer-lived presence in cultural terms precisely 
because they survived in many copies and in many places for a long time. This ephemeral longevity 
should be contrasted with point-specific, one-time inscriptions that loom large in the archaeological 
imagination but may have had only fleeting relevance to their contemporary viewers. 

Giving us the illus ion of permanence, the impact of a stone inscription may actually have been 
less durable than that of the spoken word. Oral traditions could be understood by all within bearing 
distance, and were repeated again and again. By contrast, especially in an era of very restricted 
literacy, the impact of a stone inscription ended when there was no one left who could - or cared to 
- read it out loud. In the case of both the Asokan edict at Dhauli and the Hathigumpha inscription at 
Udayagiri, they are located away from the nearest population centers in special-purpose locations. 
Each inscription is at the midpoint of the hillside, as though the carvers intended them to be an initial 
waypoint or introduction to the physical realms that the viewers would have experienced more fully 
at the apex of each hill or in the broader landscape. At Dhauli, an ancient stupa or other structure 
might have been the end-goal of pilgrimage; at Udayagiri, the outline of a chaitya on the pinnacle 
of the hill provided the ultimate goal of community participation. 

Archaeologists and scholars of ancient literature may seem to address different sources of 
information, but both groups are focused on the repeated, daily actions of ordinary people in ways 
that enable us to ask how socially-approved concepts were rendered into lived experiences. The urban 
configurations of the ancient past were encapsulated in the fluidity of texts that provide historical 
details and moral precepts, but those social configurations were also materialized in ordinary goods 
such as bricks, pottery, ornaments, and tools. And for the purposes of cultural interpretation based on 
material remains, a literary tradition from several hundreds of kilometres away may describe a city 
such as Sisup~lgarh more thoroughly than an edict found within walking distance. Mutual appreciation 
of the benefits and challenges of all types of material and literary will enable us to collectively work 
towards the goal of achieving "results on a broader basis, encompassing a wider panorama of both 

time and space" that constitute the truth of the ancient past.41 
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